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INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is to provide a solid framework for the comparative evaluation of
driving efficiency based on Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). The analysis considers each driver
as a Decision Making Unit (DMU) and aims to provide a relative efficiency measure to compare
different drivers based on their driving performance. Driver’s efficiency on a microscopic level has
been studied in a great extent but never by making use of DEA techniques. This paper proposes a
methodological framework to address the issue of measuring driver’s efficiency and categorize the
drivers of the sample used in three groups i.e. non-efficient, weakly efficient, most efficient.
Measuring driving efficiency has been the focus of many studies in driving behavior
literature in the past (1) because from a safety perspective, it is extremely significant to identify
driving risk parameters and quantify their influence on traffic risk. Several studies have been
carried out regarding mobile phone usage distraction and methodologies for collecting and
analyzing driving behavior data (2). Literature revealed that the most significant parameters
associated with driving risk are mobile phone usage (3), speeding (4) and harsh events (5). which
are used herein to estimate efficiency on urban, rural and highway road and in an overall model.
Driving analytics used, were collected using an innovative data collection scheme, which is based
on the continuous recording of driving behavior analytics in real time, using smartphone device
sensors. The proposed methodological framework is tested on data from fifty-six (56) drivers
during an 8-months driving experiment.
DEA models are identifying the most efficient drivers that lie on the efficiency frontier and
act as peers for the rest of the non-efficient drivers. Results provide a potential for classification of
the driving sample based on drivers’ comparative efficiency. The main characteristics of each
driving group are consequently analyzed and presented to draw important conclusions on their
features and provide recommendations for drivers on how to improve their driving efficiency. An
additional value of the methodology proposed is that it provides the methodological framework to
estimate of the optimal level of inputs and outputs that should be reached by each driver to become
efficient. The impact of this methodology lies on the fact that most common inefficient driving
practices are identified (aggressive, risky driving etc.) and driving behavior is comparatively
evaluated and analyzed.
METHODOLOGY
DEA has become one of the most popular fields in operations research, with applications involving
a wide range of context (6) in order to measure and compare the productivity performance of a
group of DMUs (7, 8). DEA has also been implemented in transport fields in assessing public
transportation system performance (9), as well as traffic safety studies (10, 11) where it was proved
to be equally useful as in the fields stated above. The concept of DEA is to minimize inputs (inputoriented model) or maximize the outputs of a problem (output-oriented model). From a road safety
perspective, increasing mileage increases crash risk (2) and, therefore, an input-oriented DEA
program is being developed aiming to minimize inputs (recorded driving metrics) maintaining the
same number of outputs (recorded distance). The code for data aggregation and DEA (based on
(12)) models development was implemented in Python programming language. For the purposes
of this study, drivers will be considered DMUs; this is deemed to be a correct assumption since a)
all variables used are continuous quantitative variables as those used in previous DEA studies (13)
and b) a driver should reduce his mileage and the frequency of some of his driving characteristics
(2).
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Α mobile App developed by OSeven Telematics is employed for the purposes of this study
to record user’s behaviour exploiting the hardware sensors of the smartphone device and a variety
of APIs to read sensor data and transmit it to a central database. After data is sent and stored in the
cloud server for central processing and data reduction, it is converted into meaningful behavioral
and safety related indicators as a result of Big Data mining techniques and Machine Learning
algorithms. Data collected from the naturalistic driving experiment implemented were anonymized
so that the driving behaviour of each participant was not connected with any personal information.
The large database consisted of 50,741 trips made from two hundred and thirty six (236) drivers
that were randomly selected from OSeven database for the purpose of this research. For each driver,
all trips that took place between August 2016 and April 2017 were selected. Participants chosen
should have a) a driving sample of more than 100 driving hours, b) positive mileage on all three
types of road network and c) positive input attributes (i.e. zero harsh acceleration, braking, speed
limit violation, mobile phone usage). This procedure resulted to 56 driver and a total number of
34,060 trips.
FINDINGS
All driving indicators influencing accident risk along with distance travelled by drivers are
recorded per road type and in total. Total driving behavior of each driver is considered equivalent
to the sum of the driving characteristics that were recorded for the period examined. DEA
procedure as described in (12) is followed separately for each of the three different road types and
aggregately in an overall model. Variables used in the analysis are explained in table 1.
TABLE 1: Variables recorded during the experiment

25
Variable name
ℎ𝑎𝑋
ℎ𝑎𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛
ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙
ℎ𝑎ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑤𝑎𝑦
ℎ𝑏𝑋
ℎ𝑏𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛
ℎ𝑏𝑟𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙
ℎ𝑏ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑤𝑎𝑦
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑋
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑤𝑎𝑦
𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑋
𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛
𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙
𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑤𝑎𝑦
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑋
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑤𝑎𝑦

Variable short description
number of harsh acceleration events in X road type
number of harsh acceleration events in urban road
number of harsh acceleration events in rural road
number of harsh acceleration events in highway
number of harsh braking events in X road type
number of harsh braking events in urban road
number of harsh braking events in rural road
number of harsh braking events in highway
total seconds of speed limit violation in X road type
total seconds of speed limit violation in urban road
total seconds of speed limit violation in rural road
total seconds of speed limit violation in highway
total seconds of mobile phone usage in X road type
total seconds of mobile phone usages in urban road
total seconds of mobile phone usage in rural road
total seconds of mobile phone usage in highway
total distance driven in X road type
total distance driven in urban road
total distance driven in rural road
total distance driven in highway
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As shown in table 2, model 1, 2 and 3 represents speed limits violation, mobile phone distraction
and driving aggressiveness respectively whereas model 4 is the overall model that includes all
traffic safety parameters and accounts for the overall safety profile of the driver.
In order to classify drivers, the percentile thresholds of 25% and 75% of   were used,
which splits the drivers into non-efficient, weakly efficient and most efficient. The average
attributes of each class, weighted on distance (harsh acceleration/braking) or driving time
(speeding/mobile usage) travelled by each driver, are shown in table 2 where the models developed
per type, road type and overall are presented based on the inputs that were used in each model. For
better understanding, results are presented as a percentage of driving time for speeding/mobile
usage and as events per 100 kilometers driven for harsh acceleration/braking.
The average metrics for models 1, 2 and 3 in every road type is reducing while drivers
become more efficient. Additionally, harsh events occurring in urban road are significantly more
than in rural and highway and those occurring in rural road are more than in highway. The same is
noticed for mobile usage but not for speeding where drivers of all classes tend to drive over the
speed limits approximately the same in urban and rural and more in highway.
In general, it can be concluded from model 1 that speed limit violation does not fluctuate
and is limited to less than 6.5% of driving time for most efficient drivers in all road types whereas
for non-efficient drivers it ranges from 20% to over 32%. As for the set of weakly efficient drivers
speed limit exceedance is around 12% - 14%. In terms of mobile usage distraction, it appears that
non-efficient drivers use their mobile phone significantly more than the other two classes averaging
at 16% while most efficient drivers use it less than 1.5% in average. Weakly efficient group of
drivers make mobile usage of less than 7%. It is also noticeable from model 3 that drivers of all
ranges of aggressiveness have a 2-3 times larger number of harsh acceleration than braking events
per 100km of driving.
As the number of inputs and outputs increases while the number of DMUs remains low, the
number of efficient DMUs that are found to be efficient is radically increased. This is the case of
the overall model 4, where 38 drivers with unit efficiency were found and this is why it is not
considered significant enough to be presented.
After DEA LPs are solved and the efficiency index   and coefficients i are estimated for
each DMU the efficient level of inputs for each DMU is calculated as the product sum of the lamdas
and the input values of each of the identified peers. In order to find the efficient level of outputs
for the same DMU, each output value should be divided by theta value. For the purpose of brevity,
lamdas and thetas calculated are not presented herein.
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TABLE 2: Driving characteristics of efficiency groups per road type and overall
1: 0 - 25 % percentile
20.08 % speedingurban

Efficiency classes
2: 25 - 75 % percentile
11.95 % speedingurban

3: 75 - 100 % percentile
6.51 % speedingurban

19.48 % mobileurban
45.97 haurban / 100km
17.38 hburban / 100km

6.80 % mobileurban
27.40 haurban / 100km
8.99 hburban / 100km

2.31 % mobileurban
10.71 haurban / 100km
5.08 hburban / 100km

41.06 haurban / 100km
16.75 hburban / 100km
17.77 % mobileurban
15.79 % speedingurban

22.85 haurban / 100km
8.43 hburban / 100km

24.72 haurban / 100km
6.81 hburban / 100km

6.78 % mobileurban
13.02 % speedingurban

4.05 % mobileurban
8.66 % speedingurban

23.79 % speeding rural
15.10 % mobilerural

14.21 % speeding rural
5.69 % mobilerural

6.33 % speeding rural
1.64 % mobilerural

23.65 harural / 100km
11.43 hbrural / 100km

14.28 harural / 100km
6.96 hbrural / 100km

6.36 harural / 100km
3.00 hbrural / 100km

20.31 harural / 100km
8.71 hbrural / 100km

12.32 harural / 100km
6.26 hbrural / 100km

13.62 harural / 100km
7.13 hbrural / 100km

10.28 % mobilerural
20.58 % speeding rural

6.51 % mobilerural
14.49 % speeding rural

4.81 % mobilerural
8.97 % speeding rural

1

32.39 % speeding highway

13.06 % speeding highway

3.98 % speeding highway

2

12.34 % mobilehighway

3.73 % mobilehighway

0.74 % mobilehighway

3

3.40 hahighway / 100km
1.67 hbhighway / 100km

1.74 hahighway / 100km
1.02 hbhighway / 100km

0.98 hahighway / 100km
0.49 hbhighway / 100km

2.80 hahighway / 100km
1.61 hbhighway / 100km
5.40 % mobilehighway

1.91 hahighway / 100km
1.05 hbhighway / 100km
5.61 % mobilehighway

1.24 hahighway / 100km
0.50 hbhighway / 100km
3.92 % mobilehighway

29.31 % speeding highway

13.08 % speeding highway

7.01 % speeding highway

17.12 % speedingurban
21.25 % speeding rural

12.50 % speedingurban
14.41 % speeding rural

8.37 % speedingurban
8.48 % speeding rural

24.24 % speeding highway

14.26 % speeding highway

9.72 % speeding highway

17.07 % mobileurban
13.30 % mobilerural
9.75 % mobilehighway

7.22 % mobileurban
5.99 % mobilerural
4.37 % mobilehighway

3.89 % mobileurban
2.85 % mobilerural
2.05 % mobilehighway

36.94 haurban / 100km
19.26 harural / 100km
3.12 hahighway / 100km

30.09 haurban / 100km
16.26 harural / 100km
1.76 hahighway / 100km

17.13 haurban / 100km
8.46 harural / 100km
1.32 hahighway / 100km

12.42 hburban / 100km
9.33 hbrural / 100km

10.34 hburban / 100km
7.36 hbrural / 100km

7.87 hburban / 100km
4.85 hbrural / 100km

1.44 hbhighway / 100km

0.95 hbhighway / 100km

0.87 hbhighway / 100km

Model
1

Urban

2
3

4

1

Rural

2
3

Highway

4

4

1

Overall

2

3

4

3

5

-

-

-
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CONCLUSION
This paper provides an innovative solid framework for benchmarking driving efficiency based on
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). Efficiency is examined in terms of speed limit violation,
driving distraction, aggressiveness and safety on urban, rural and highway road and in an overall
model. Drivers were divided into three categories and results indicated considerable differences in
driving characteristics between inefficient, weakly efficient and most efficient drivers with the
difference of the two latter to be less significant. Concerning aggressiveness, harsh braking events
appeared to be 2-3 times less than harsh acceleration events in all models indicating a higher
significance of this attribute for a driver to be characterized as aggressive. The same is observed
for harsh acceleration events in overall safety models of all road types where a) the number of harsh
events does not considerably influence the overall driving profile of a less risky driver (it is
approximately the same especially for efficiency classes 2 and 3) and b) percentage of speeding
and mobile usage was identified as key factors for safety efficiency index estimation. Weakly
efficient drivers in urban and rural road have a lower average number of harsh acceleration events
and in average, the same driving characteristics for the rest of the attributes investigated. In terms
of aggressiveness and safety, drivers of the same class were found to have similar values of harsh
events. Finally, for non-efficient drivers of urban and rural road, it was found that all driving
attributes were reduced compared to model 1, 2 and 3 probably due to the interaction among
variables.
The results of the present research could be exploited by a smartphone app to provide
feedback to drivers on their driving characteristics that need further improvement in order to
improve their overall and per road type driving efficiency. Results could also be used for insurance
pricing based on driving usage and characteristics.
Future research should center to larger samples of drivers and trips. Other limitations should
be addressed including DEA’s sensitivity to outliers and that drivers with zero input attributes
should be eliminated from the sample. Finally, results of per trip and per driver analysis of each
driver should be compared to derive more information.
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